
The  Comeback  Heavyweight
Contender  JD  Chapman
Continues
July  28,  2021,  Fort  Smith,  Arkansas—American  Heavyweight
Contender JD “The Natural” Chapman (30-0, 26 KO’s) continues
his  surprise  comeback  on  July  31,  2021  when  he  takes  on
veteran gatekeeper Terrell Jamal Woods (24-49-9) at home, in
Fort Smith, Arkansas.

Woods recently had a draw with Russian heavyweight contender
Alexander  Ustinov  (36-4)  and  is  renown  for  testing  top
fighters, having taken to the distance former world champion
Dominick  Quinn,  and  top  prospects  such  as  Michael  Hunter
(21-1) any Nicholas Musterek (9-0).

JD “The Natural” Chapman (30-0), returned to Boxing on June 5,
2021,  after  a  thirteen  year  layoff.  At  the  time  of  his
retirement, Chapman was ranked by just about every rating
organizing and was considered one of America’s best chance at
reclaiming the Heavyweight title. With his return, Chapman
immediately became one of the most talked about heavyweight
contenders.

Asked whether it is not too soon to fight such a dangerous
opponent as Terrell Jamal Woods so early in his comeback,
Chapman said with his usual humility, “Jamal Woods is tough
and will be a good test for me as I’m rusty and nowhere close
to where I used to be. However, if I can’t go through guys
like Jamal, I might as well hang up my gloves and retire for
good this time.”

Says his promoter Edward Mendy, “JD Chapman is the ‘Next Great
American Hope.’ No offense to Deontay Wilder and Andy Ruiz,
but no American heavyweight today has a better shot at the
world title than Chapman Period. JD has the size, the power,
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the skills and the experience to take on any of the top five
heavyweights today. I’m so pleased with his progress, I would
gladly to put him up against any other top ten heavyweight
today. But first, he has to pass the Wood test.”

Chapman’s next fight, July 31, 2021 fight Terrell Jamal Woods,
will take place at the River Valley Combat Academy in Fort
Smith, Arkansas.

About JD Chapman
Born John David Chapman in March of 1983, JD Chapman did not
fight as an amateur. Instead, he started fighting in Toughman
Contest competitions before he turned pro in 2002. Chapman
chose the name “The Natural” as he hails from Arkansas, “The
Natural State”.

After  fighting  mostly  guys  with  losing  records  his  first
fourteen fights, JD Chapman stepped it up and never fought
another opponent with a losing record. In the process he has
accumulated 30 wins with 26 of the wins by way of knockout
(knockout ratio greater than 90%). Also, Chapman has beaten
several known contenders and gatekeepers. His most notable
opponents were Chicago-based Edward Gutierrez who was 15-0-1
coming into the bout, New York veteran John Carlo who then
possessed  a  14-1  record,  and  fellow  undefeated  Mid-West
prospect Matt Hicks then 7-0.

Chapman further captured several regional heavyweight titles
including the IBF Southern Regional title, the North American
Boxing Council title, the WBC Latino title and the Arkansas
State title. Just when it seemed that Chapman was at the cusp
of stardom, he hung it all up and rode into the sunset.
At the time of his retirement in 2008, Chapman was considered
a  major  heavyweight  contender  and  was  the  darling  of  the
boxing press. He received tremendous coverage and exposure in
the boxing press and was featured repeatedly on television.
More importantly, Chapman was rated Top Ten by every major
sanctioning body except the WBC, which gave him a World Rating



of 14.

He  is  being  trained  by  former  MMA  Champion  Brian  Foster.
Chapman’s return is being guided by Edward Mendy of Lion Heart
Boxing Productions.

The  Unnatural  Return  of  JD
“The Natural” Chapman
June 4, 2021, Fort Smith, Arkansas—In a year of surprising
boxing returns, nothing is more surprising than the return of
retired heavyweight contender JD “The Natural” Chapman (29-0).

Born John David Chapman in March of 1983, Chapman did not
fight as an amateur. Instead, he started fighting in Toughman
Contest competitions before he turned pro in 2002. He chose
the name “The Natural” as Chapman hails from Arkansas, “The
Natural State”.

JD did many of his early professional fights close to home,
namely  as  part  of  the  Slugout  Series  promoted  by  Stacy
“Goodnight”  Goodson.  Goodson  and  Scott  Hirsch,  who  were
managing Chapman, built Chapman into a heavyweight contender.

In the process, Chapaman accumulated 29 wins and 26 knockouts.
He beat several notable contenders and gatekeepers. His most
notable opponents were Chicago-based Edward Gutierrez who was
15-0-1 coming into the bout, New York veteran John Carlo who
possessed  a  14-1  record,  and  fellow  undefeated  Mid-West
prospect Matt Hicks 7-0.

Chapman  also  captured  several  regional  heavyweight  titles
including the IBF Southern Regional title, the North American
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Boxing Council title, the WBC Latino title and the Arkansas
State title. Just when it seemed that Chapman was at the cusp
of stardom, he hung it all up and rode into the sunset.

At the time of his retirement Chapman was an up and coming
contender, and a darling of the boxing press. He received
tremendous coverage and exposure in the boxing press as a
heavyweight prospect, and was featured on national television.
Further,  Chapman  was  rated  by  just  about  every  major
sanctioning body including the lineal sanction body, the WBC,
which gave him a World Rating of 14.

Chapman will return on an untelevised club show this Saturday,
June 5, 2021, and in a fight close to where it all begun in
his home state of Arkansas. Chapman was called in as a last
minute replacement opponent to fight Tony “Kryptonite” Lopez
at the Springdale Convention Center.

It will be a clash of big men. Chapman weighed in at 294 lbs,
while his opponent Lopez weighed in at 259. It will be a
battle of big men as Chapman is 6’5” while Lopez is 6’6”.

Although he has had only two professional boxing fights, Lopez
is a veteran pugilist with nearly a 100 fights under his belt,
spanning  multiple  combat  sports  disciplines,  Mixed  Martial
Arts, kickboxing and bare knuckle fighting.

Said JD, “I was only offered the fight on Thursday but decided
to take it anyway. Even though I’ve been off for so long, I
was already training for a July event, and I think I’m ready
enough. I accepted the fight with such short notice because I
just could not pass on the opportunity to get back in the
ring. I did not realize how much I missed fighting.”

In  his  prime,  Chapman  had  some  high  profile  trainers,
including Michael Moorer, Jeff Mayweather and Norman Wilson.
Currently, he is trained by former MMA fighter Brian Foster
and Chapman’s return is being guided by Edward Mendy of Lion
Heart Boxing Productions.


